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Hello fellow ANZA Cyclists and welcome to the first and pilot edition of what I hope will become a weekly newsletter

regaling our exploits over the last weeks and highlighting things coming up in the next weeks.

For me, a club newsletter is all about giving you something that makes you smile at the start of the week. It should

either remind you of something that you know happened or inform you of something you didn’t know had happened.

So, let’s get on with it.

NEWS

Bintan - a study in bIQ and bEQ.

Well I’m afraid you’re not going to get much but Bintan out

of me this week since that is where I was. 30 or so intrepid

explorers ventured into the Indonesian outback on Saturday

to acquaint or re-acquaint themselves with the difference

between our small flat traffic light infested island and

Bintan’s relentless rolling landscape. A pre Tour de Bintan

trip is a must just to remind yourself that 160km in Bintan is

not the same as 160km in Singapore.

After an uneventful crossing, we exited the ferry terminal at the earliest time I can remember to a beautiful grey day.

Overcast skies with the prospect of a little drizzle. For those of you who have experienced the full force of a sunny

Bintan day, you’ll understand how this was such a welcome

sight.

Clearly excited at the prospect of some uninterrupted riding

the pack then proceeded to attack on every climb through the

“Red Road Of Hell”. I thought there was only one KOM but

apparently there are many! We had a brief break to pick

lumps of grit and sand from the legs of one of our riders and

bandage her back up, so thanks to Chris for his First Aid skills

and for supplying the First Aid kits.

By the time we hit the coast we had lost Laura and Matt who were wishing punctures on us to slow us down. Laura

decided enough was enough and headed back to the hotel while Matt hung in there and to his credit did a Tony Martin

and solo TT’s the rest of the ride.

Well let’s just say after some torrential rain in the last few

weeks, the roads in Bintan are in need of a little repair work

if they are to be fit for the Tour. Cyclocross bikes might have

been a better bet as we tackled the sand dunes washed over

the road.

Sunday was a more sedate affair, that is, after Seb had

stopped attacking every hill down to Checkpoint Charlie and

for those of us who stayed, a large curry was the order of the

day for lunch to help replace those lost calories.

And what of bIQ and bEQ – More next week perhaps.
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RESULTS

In case you missed it, congratulations to Martin Reynolds for a

fantastic win in the MetaMan.

A huge well done to Kev McGregor for his result in the Norseman

And too early for results, but another big well done just for being

there and being able to swim, run, cycle and run all in one go to

Megan Kinder, Judi Clemie and Tia Roberts in the Las Vegas 70.3

ANNOUNCEMENTS

I am reliably informed by our club President that we are

imminently expecting a new delivery of this year’s club kit. It

should be in mid-month. Glen will let us all know through email

and Facebook when it arrives.

Calling all TdB participants – Please register with the club (email

cyclingpresident@anza.org.sg) as a club specific event shirt is

going to be produced - no registration, no shirt, no second chances!

ETIQUETTE

No names, no blames, but I’ve been asked to remind you all that regardless of the speed of the group, we always stop

for mechanicals. If the person wants to wave you off and get a taxi that is fine, but please don’t abandon your ride

mates when they have a puncture or other problem. As for the person with the mechanical, a clear call of

“MECHANICAL” should suffice.

STYLEMAN 2.0

LOOKING GOOD IS NEVER EASY - SOCKS.

While many will quote the oft referenced Velominati rule #28, Styleman himself is of the opinion that

white socks are de-rigeur. However, the critical forgotten component by 90% of you ragtag bunch is the indisputable

fact that white socks should be, quite simply, "white", not grey or Bintan red from stains. Neither De Vlaeminck nor

Coppi would be seen in anything else but the purest of white socks, even after a day on the Belgian cobbles during

winter. For the great unwashed, white is the traditional colour reserved for the great team leaders of old and I see far

too many pairs of stretched, faded, holey and discoloured wannabe leaders out there. Can't live up to the weight of

history and tradition that wearing white socks requires? Can't get your sock stripes lined up your achilles? Perhaps you

are too manly to shave those chicken legs - best move on to something far simpler and long lasting like black socks - at

least it’s obvious you aren't a leader.

Sock height? Well that is another subject altogether.

Got a vexing question on cycling etiquette, attire or equipment? email stylmn2.0@gmail.com in time for next week's

edition.
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SPONSORS

I can’t get them all in, so first up: Remember an extra 15% off Hammer products at BikePlus with your ANZA Cycling

membership Card

THE END

Well that’s it for this week clubmates. I’m sure there is plenty more to write but sleep beckons after 2 days of Bintan.

Train hard and send me your snippets from your week of cycling.


